
Servant Storage Safe Room 

History: This room was once a Store Room for the servants of the Castle. Bed linens, aprons and various other servant 

paraphernalia would be kept here. However, during the infestation of the island the chaos that soon followed the Servant 

housing became a hold out for survivors. Slowing losing stability from within with the constant threat of the infected they 

began to fall apart only leaving a few to escape to the Cellar below, one of them being Father Carl von Bergman. He tried 

treating the remaining survivors but they slowly succumbed to the plague and were disposed of. After the initial incident this 

became his base of operations venturing out to study the Undead and seek out means for survival. He replaced the servant 

shelves with books and knick knacks. He also built a fortified bookcase to block the upper cellar door and muffle any noise from 

below. 

Tone: The store room is dim and murky but with a lived in feel. Amongst the drab walls and dingy floors it still harbors a cozy 

warm feeling, a sense of safety from the outside world. The furniture is worn, and many things have been repurposed as chairs, 

and tables. The room flickers with the twinkle of candle light when the room is barricade, dim and cold when Vincent ventures 

out.   

Purpose: The room serves as Vincent’s first hub for the Inner Sanctum section of the Demo. He can approach the bed and rest if 

the room has been shut closed. He can save and read from his journal at the workbench. He can also manage his inventory from 

his Safe Room Stash. 

Assets: 

 Servant’s Bed – A small linen stuffed with hay that was dragged down from the upstairs sleeping quarters to insure some level of 

comfort. 

 Bookcases: Storage shelves with various shelving combinations, both damaged and relatively stable. The shelves would also contain 

the components that would sit on each shelf such as: Books, Jars, inkwells, quills, measuring tools, and more books. There would 

also be a variation for the fortified Bookcase, extra wood has been fitted to its backing that fits snuggly into the door frame.  

 Cellar Walls – murky stone walls similar to the stone of the rest of the castle but damp from the muddy dirt it’s holding up. Various 

etchings of days gone by on the wall, scripture passages and various other doodles mark the walls. 

 Storage Barrels – The barrels were used to store various necessities for servant living. Linens, cloth, sometimes the occasional 

servant would stash a bottle of mead here or there that he might have swiped from the feasting room when the nobles weren’t 

looking. 

 Workbench: A small table pushed against a wall used for writing and studying also a keen place for Vincent for fashion makeshift 

tools or weapons. This is also where the journal is laid when Vincent is fortified in his safe room. A quill and various other writing 

utensils would sit on this tables as well as tools for quick fixes. 

 Kitchen Chair - taken from the upstairs kitchen its simple but elegant design perfect for a seat of work or leisure. 

 Cellar Door – The door hatch leading into kitchen and living quarters of the servants. Scratch marks have whittled away at the 

beaten door and attempts have been made to fortify it. Light beams from the outside pierce through the woods imperfections. 

 Melted Candle Sticks and Candelabra – small iron candelabra housing a candle that has been burning for days at a time. 

 Safe Room Stash – A simple chest near the work bench, this should be a recognizable item as it will be used throughout the demo to 

indicate a room can be made into a safe room. 

 Journal – Father Carl von Bergman’s Survival Guide sits on the workbench. Stuffed with notes, and worn from narrow escapes this 

must be a very recognizable and appealing book that stands out from everything else in the room. It is also an intractable object. 

When Vincent approaches the workbench, and accepts the save function, he sits down and flips open the journal from his 

perspective. 

 Satchel – Hung on the corner of the bed, this was left by Bergman containing some starting necessities and will be used as Vincent’s 

bag for the demo.  

 

 


